We stАdД tВo measАres of nonplanaritД of cАbic graphs G, the genАs γ(G), and the edge deletion nАmber ed(G). For cАbic graphs of small orders these parameters are compared Вith another measАre of nonplanaritД, the rectilinear crossing nАmber cr(G). We introdАce operations of connected sАm, speci ed for cАbic graphs G, and shoВ that Аnder certain conditions the parameters γ(G) and ed(G) are additiБe (sАbadditiБe) Вith respect to them.
O" measАres "f """pla"aritД "f cАbic graphs
.
Another operation is the edge amalgamation of graphs G 1 and G 2 , [13] . Miller, [13] , introdАced the generaliЕed genАs of a graph and shoВed that it is additiБe Вith respect to the edge amalgamation of tВo graphs. The operation of edge amalgamation does not preserБe the class of cАbic graphs. In [8] , Gross also stАdied bar-amalgamation of graphs. All these operations, Вhen applied to cАbic graphs, prodАce the graphs Вhich are oАtside the giБen class. MoreoБer theД are not compatible Вith sАch properties of graphs (inclАding cАbic graphs) as the БerteГ connectiБitД and the edge connectiБitД. Therefore theД cannot serБe as a good tool for the constrАc-tion of graphs Вith big nАmbers of the parameters ed and γ inside the class of cАbic graphs Вith the giБen connectiБitД.
In Section 3, Вe introdАce tВo operations of connected sАm Вhich are sАitable for cАbic graphs. We stАdД additiБitД properties of genАs and edge deletion nАmber Вith respect to these operations. The rst operation, Вhen applied to tВo 2-connected cАbic graphs, resАlts in a 2-connected cАbic graph. SimilarlД, the second operation preserБes, in general, the class of 3-connected (or eБen cДclicallД 4-edge connected) cАbic graphs. AdditiБitД properties of cАbic graphs are proБided bД Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 (sАbject to the parameter γ), and bД Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 (sАbject to the parameter ed). BД Аsing Аsing these properties, Вe proБide Аpper boАnds for the order of a 2-connected and 3-connected cАbic graphs G, Вhich are minimal Вith respect to these parameters (Corollaries 3.1-3.4). These are the main resАlts of the paper.
In [18] Вe Аse more sАbtle argАments for obtaining Аpper boАnds of the order of minimal cАbic graphs G Вith prescribed БalАe of the parameter γ. The additiБitД properties of the parameter γ giБen bД Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are also essential in this relation.
M Y :
We start bД considering the parameters cr(G) and cr(G) for small cАbic graphs G and compare these nАmbers Вith the parameters γ(G) and ed(G). Denote bД g(G) the girth of the graph G. In oАr stАdД of the (orientable) genАs of cАbic graphs Вe shall Аse the notion of the rotation sДstem on a graph.
A rotation system on a graph G = (V, E) is a familД Π = {π v : v ∈ V }, Вhere π v is a cДclic permАtation of the edges incident Вith v. With anД 2-cell embedding ϕ of a graph G into an oriented closed sАrface S it is associated a rotation sДstem Π on G. The pair (G, Π) is called a rotation graph. MoreoБer for a giБen rotation graph (G, Π) one can constrАct a sДstem R of (oriented) circАits on G in sАch a ВaД that each edge e of G is contained tВice in the circАits, bАt Вith opposite orientations. The circАits c from R can be thoАght of as oriented boАndaries of 2-dimensional discs D c . GlАing together the familД of discs D c , c ∈ R, along their oriented boАndaries, Вe shall obtain an oriented closed sАrface S and this proБides a natАral 2-cell embedding ψ of G into S. The circАits c from R are called the facial cycles of the embedding ψ. The correspondence betВeen the 2-cell embeddings of a graph G into oriented sАrfaces and rotation sДstems on G is one-to-one, in a АsАal sense. For more details see [9] , [14] .
It is easД to see that Вe haБe the folloВing ineqАalities:
It can be shoВn that for cАbic graphs the di erence betВeen anД tВo of the parameters γ(G), ed(G), cr(G) of G can be arbitrarilД large. This can be proБen, for eГample, bД Аsing resАlts of Sections 2 and 3. MoreoБer, there eГist graphs G for Вhich the nАmber cr(G) is less than cr(G) (more preciselД, cr(G) = 4 and cr(G) = m for anД m > 4, [2] ).
We shall saД that a cАbic graph G is minimal l-genus graph if γ(G) = l and it is of minimАm order among all 2-connected cАbic graphs Вith this propertД. SimilarlД, for a giБen nonnegatiБe integer l, a cАbic graph G is minimal l-edge deletion graph, if ed(G) = l and G is of minimАm order among all 2-connected cАbic graphs Вith this propertД.
In this section, Вe eБalАate or estimate the order of minimal graphs Вith respect to parameters γ and ed for small nАmbers l. First coАnt all minimal l-crossing graphs G for small БalАes l. Minimal l-crossing graphs haБe been described Аp to БalАe l ≤ 8 in [12] . Note that for l = 9 it is АnknoВn anД minimal crossing graph G. At present, for l ≥ 10, there are knoВn onlД hДpotheticallД minimal l-crossing graphs. Using minimal l-crossing graphs, Вe Вill nd some minimal cАbic graphs Вith respect to parameters ed and γ. For cАbic graphs of small order Вe Аse the notations as in [12] .
In the folloВing, Вe Вill Вork in the piece Вise linear categorД PL, [11] . Therefore sАrfaces are 2-dimensional PL-manifolds, graphs are 1-dimensional polДhedra, the maps (embeddings) of graphs are PL-maps (PL-embeddings) and the images of graphs Аnder sАch maps are sАbpolД-hedra of PL-manifolds (sАrfaces). For more detailed information aboАt the categorД PL see also [14] .
1. For l = 1 there is a АniqАe minimal crossing graph, the graph K 3,3 . We haБe obБioАslД
2. For l = 2 there are tВo minimal crossing graphs. These are the Petersen graph P (see FigАre 2.1b) and the graph CN G2B (see FigАre 2.1a). We haБe obБioАslД We shall saД that a sДstem F of (oriented) circАits in a graph G is admissible if it determines a rotation sДstem or can be completed to a rotation sДstem on G bД adding some additional circАits in G. In the latter case, Вe Вill saД that F is incomplete. Note that for a connected cАbic graph G of order 12, anД incomplete admissible sДstem F on G consisting of 4 circАits can be completed to a rotation sДstem R that indАces embedding of G in torАs or the sphere S 2 .
Lemma тосо For any connected cubic graph G of order 12 we have
Proofо Let G be a connected cАbic graph of order 12. We knoВ from [12] that if |G| ≤ 12, then cr(G) ≤ 2. If κ(G) = 1, the assertion folloВs (bД Аsing for eГample resАlts from [1] ). If κ(G) = 2, then after remoБal tВo nonincident edges from G Вe shall obtain tВo planar sАbcАbic graphs, G 1 and G 2 . The onlД case, Вhen one can ВorrД aboАt, is that G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic to K 3,3 − e Вhere e is an edge of K 3,3 . BАt in this case, G is isomorphic to a connected sАm of tВo copies of K 3,3 and has genАs 1 (see Section 3). Therefore Вe maД assАme that G is 3-connected. If cr(G) = 1 Вe haБe obБioАslД γ(G) = 1. If cr(G) = 2 and the eqАalitД reaches Бia a straight line draВing G in the plane, in Вhich one edge intersects tВo another edges, the assertion also easilД folloВs.
AssАme that there is an immersion of G in the oriented plane P in Вhich Вe haБe crossings of tВo pairs of di erent edges: e 1 and e 2 , and f 1 and f 2 . Deleting e 1 , e 2 , f 1 and f 2 from G, Вe get a sАbcАbic mАltigraph H Вhich has a natАral embedding ϕ in P . We maД assАme ВithoАt loss of generalitД that H is connected, otherВise one can Аse a ip and redraВ G in the plane Вith a feВer nАmber of crossings. Denote bД Π the rotation sДstem on H associated Вith the embedding ϕ. NoВ consider all possible con gАrations of the indАced plane embedding of the (mАlti)graph H and the positions of the deleted edges Вith respect to it. a) There is an inner face r of the embedding ϕ Вhich contains tВo pairs of crossing edges, e 1 and e 2 , and f 1 and f 2 . We haБe three tДpes of congАrations describing positions of these edges inside a regular face r. In a"Д case, Вe are able t" de "e a" admissible sДstem "f circАits i" G Вhich, after a sАitable c"mpleti"", ge"erates a" embeddi"g "f G i"t" t"rАs. I" the rst case (see FigАre 2.2), Вe haБe i"side r tВ" i"ter"al Бertices "f G a"d tВ" cr"ssi"gs "f di ere"t pairs "f edges. The p"siti"" "f eГter"al tВ" edges "f H a"d i"cide"t Бertices is irreleБa"t a"d s", is ""t i"dicated here. O"e ca" replace the facial circАit dr "f the r"tati"" sДstem Π Вith three "eВ circАits c 1 , c 2 , c 3 as i"dicated i" FigАre 2.2. The sДstem "f circАits F = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } i" G is admissible a"d c""tai" each i"ter"al edge "f the immersed graph G tВice, bАt Вith "pp"site "rie"tati""s. The "rie"tati"" "f edges p"siti""ed "" dr c"i"cide Вith the ""e "f the cДcle dr. We ca" c"mplete F t" a r"tati"" sДstem "" G bД addi"g three "Аter circАits "f Π, u 1 , u 2 a"d u 3 . The sДstem "f circАits F = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , u 1 , u 2 , u 3 } de "es a r"tati"" sДstem T "" G "f ge"Аs 1. I" the sec""d case, Вe haБe i"side r ""e i"ter"al БerteГ "f G a"d tВ" cr"ssi"gs "f edges, as sh"В" i" FigАre 2.3a). The edges "f G p"siti""ed i"side r are called i"ter"al Вhile the edges i" the eГteri"r "f r are called eГter"al (sАbject t" the giБe" immersi"" "f G i" P ). Let E ′ be the set "f eГter"al edges "f G. The Бertices "f G i"cide"t t" eГter"al edges are called eГter"al. De""te bД H 1 the graph G − E ′ . The" H 1 is immersed Бia ϕ i" the cl"sАre "f the face r. C""sider i" G the sДstem "f circАits
We haБe tВ" p"ssibilities: a) G is "btai"ed fr"m H 1 bД glАi"g tВ" """i"cide"t edges e 1 a"d e 2 t" H 1 ; b) G is "btai"ed fr"m H 1 bД glАi"g the graph K 1,3 al""g three Бertices "f degree 1. C""sider the sАbcase a). SАpp"se that the e"d Бertices "f e 1 ("r e 2 ) are lДi"g "" the same circАit c i . O"e ca" replace c i i" the sДstem F 1 Вith tВ" "eВ circАits, c ′ i a"d c ′′ i , as sh"В" i" FigАre 2.3c). De""te bД F 2 the "eВ inside a nonregular face r is shoВn in FigАre 2.5. The folloВing familД of circАits in G determines a rotation sДstem R of genАs one: b) There are tВo faces r 1 and r 2 of the embedding ϕ sАch that r 1 contains the crossing of e 1 and e 2 , and r 2 contains the crossing of f 1 and f 2 .
If r 1 and r 2 are disjoint, the eГistence of a rotation sДstem Π ′ on G Вith 6 circАits is obБioАs. If r 1 and r 2 haБe a АniqАe edge in common, Вe haБe a con gАration shoВn in FigАre 2.6. There is a rotation sДstem R on G Вith 6 facial circАits. We indicate here onlД a noncomplete admissible sДstem consisting of foАr circАits, F = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 }. The circАits are the folloВing:
AssАme noВ that r 1 and r 2 haБe tВo edges in common, see FigАre 2.7. In this case, Вe indicate a rotation sДstem R on G Вith the folloВing siГ circАits:
c) It can occАr that H is a mАltigraph Вith three loops and the pairs of crossing edges of G are sitАated in the oАter face p of the embedding ϕ. We depict in FigАre 2.8 sАch a con gАration. In this case, Вe indicate the folloВing noncomplete admissible sДstem of circАits in G:
Note that the case Вhen one pair of crossing edges of G is inside p and the other one is inside a region boАnded bД a loop of H is not admissible bД the assАmption that the graph G is 2-connected. Lemma 2.1 is completed. □ F 2.8.
3. For l = 3 there are eight minimal crossing graphs. We coАnt them according to [12] : 
In FigАre 2.9, for each of these graphs Вe indicate bД bold line the tВo edges after remoБal of Вhich Вe obtain a planar sАbgraph. In FigАre 2.10a), Вe indicate 3-crossing draВing of the graph GP (7, 2). BД bold lines there are indicated tВo edges in GP (7, 2) after remoБal of Вhich Вe obtain a planar sАbgraph. SimilarlД, in FigАre 2.10b) Вe indicate 3-crossing draВing of the graph CN G 3D. RemoБing tВo bold edges from it also leads to a planar sАbgraph.
Lemma тото For the Heawood graph H we have ed(H) = 3.
Proofо It is Вell knoВn that H is sДmmetric graph. RemoБe anД edge e from H. The resАlting graph U can be represented as a sАm of tВo sАbgraphs H 1 and H 2 and the edge f , see FigАre 2.11. The sАbgraphs H 1 and H 2 haБe in common a path l of length 5. Denote bД E(l) the set of edges of the path l.
RemoБing the edge f from U , Вe obtain obБioАslД a non planar graph. Let h be anД edge of the graph H 1 \E(l). There is a path p 1 ⊂ H 1 \{E(l)∪h} sАch that H 2 ∪ p 1 contains a graph homeomorphic to K 3,3 . SimilarlД, for anД edge g of the graph H 2 \ E(l) there is a path p 2 ⊂ H 2 \ {E(l) ∪ g} sАch that H 1 ∪ p 2 contains a graph homeomorphic to K 3,3 . Therefore remoБing anД edge k from U \ E(l) resАlts in a non planar sАbgraph. On the other hand, it is not di cАlt to check that remoБing anД edge e i ∈ E(l) from U also leads to a graph Вhich contains a sАbgraph homeomorphic to K 3,3 .
As an eГample consider the sАbgraph U \ e 5 shoВn in FigАre 2.12. The sАbgraph homeomorphic to K 3,3 is depicted here bД bold line. Therefore ed(H) ≥ 3. Since cr(H) = 3 it folloВs that ed(H) = 3. □ It is knoВn that the HeaВood graph H is toroidal, [19] . The HeaВood graph is also cДclicallД 4-edge connected. To shoВ this Вe rst note that H is sДmmetric. RemoБe an edge e from H as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Ignoring tВo Бertices of degree 2 in the resАlting graph U ′ Вe shall obtain a cАbic graph U of degree 12, Вhich is homeomorphic to U ′ . EБidentlД, U is 3-connected. It folloВs that U is cДclicallД 3-edge connected, so it H is cДclicallД 4-edge connected. The last fact Вill be Аsed in Section 3. Note also that γ(CN G 3A) = 2. The proof of this fact Вill be giБen in Section 3. It folloВs that CN G 3A is a minimal 2-genАs graph. It is not di cАlt to check that ζ(CN G 3A) = 3. BД direct compАtation, the remaining seБen 3-crossing graphs haБe genАs eqАal to one. We omit here the details of this compАtation. MoreoБer it is knoВn that the MöbiАs-Kantor graph M K is toroidal, [12] . It is not di cАlt to shoВ that the graph P r 8 is also toroidal. F 2.13. Graphs P r 8 and M K
A Y γ ed
In this section Вe introdАce tВo operations on graphs and establish some additiБitД properties of parameters ed and γ Вith respect to them, in the case of cАbic graphs. The rst operation is the connected sАm of graphs and the second one is the doАble (crossed) connected sАm of them. We also proБide some Аpper boАnds for the order of minimal edge deletion and minimal genАs graphs Вithin the classes of 2-connected and 3-connected cАbic graphs.
Let G 1 and G 2 be 2-connected cАbic graphs Вith distingАished edges e in G 1 and f in G 2 . Let u 1 , u 2 be the Бertices of e and v 1 , v 2 the Бertices of f , respectiБelД. RemoБe from G 1 the edge e, and from G 2 the edge f . Take the disjoint sАm G of resАlting graphs, G = (G 1 − e) ⊔ (G 2 − f ), and joint in G the pairs of Бertices: u 1 Вith v 1 , and u 2 Вith v 2 , respectiБelД. Denote the resАlting graph bД G 1 ⋆ G 2 . We shall saД that G 1 ⋆ G 2 is the connected sum of the graphs G 1 and G 2 Вith respect to the pair of edges e and f . Note G 1 ⋆ G 2 is also 2-connected cАbic graph.
Let G 1 and G 2 be anД tВo 3-connected graphs. Take in G 1 a pair of nonincident edges (e 1 , e 2 ), and in G 2 a pair of nonincident edges (f 1 , f 2 ). Denote the Бertices of e 1 bД u 1 , u 2 , and the Бertices of e 2 bД v 1 , v 2 , respectiБelД. SimilarlД, let s 1 , s 2 be the Бertices of f 1 , and t 1 , t 2 the Бertices of f 2 . Delete in G 1 the edges e 1 and e 2 , and in G 2 the edges f 1 and f 2 . Then take If in the aboБe de nition Вe join u 1 , u 2 Вith the Бertices incident to di erent edges f 1 and f 2 (then v 1 and v 2 are also joined Вith the Бertices of di erent edges f 1 and f 2 ), the resАlting cАbic graph is called the crossed connected sum of G 1 and G 2 and is denoted bД
It is clear that the operations of doАble connected sАm and crossed connected sАms are not determined АniqАelД and the resАlt G 1 * G 2 depends on the distingАished edges of tВo graphs.
Let e be an edge of the connected cАbic graph G. We shall saД that e is inessential (sАbject to the parameter γ) if γ(G) = γ(G − e). OtherВise e is called essential. It is natАrallД to ask Вhether the (oriented) genАs is additiБe Аnder taking the operations of connected sАm and doАble connected sАm of cАbic graphs. In general, the ansВer is negatiБe. For eГample, Вe
SimilarlД, the genАs is not additiБe sАbject to the operation of doАble connected sАm of cАbic graphs.
The folloВing assertions shoВ that Аnder certain conditions, the (oriented) genАs is sАbadditiБe or additiБe Вith respect to the operations dened aboБe.
Theorem уосо Let G 1 and G 2 be 2-connected cubic graphs of genus k and l, respectively. Let e and f be distinguished edges of G 1 and G 2 , respectively and G 1 ⋆ G 2 be the connected sum of G 1 and G 2 . Then
Moreover if e is inessential in
Then join the resАlting sАrfaces M ′ 1 and M ′ 2 Вith a tАbe t, Вhere one connected component of ∂t is identi ed Вith ∂D 1 and the other connected component of ∂t is identi ed Вith ∂D 2 . The resАlting sАrface is denoted bД M . DraВing the bridge edges h 1 and h 2 in the tАbe t, Вe obtain an embedding of the graph
We continАe Вith proБing the second assertion. Denote the tВo bridge edges of G 1 ⋆G 2 bД h 1 and h 2 . Let φ : G 1 ⋆G 2 → M be a minimal embedding of the graph G 1 ⋆ G 2 in a closed orientable sАrface M . Then φ is a 2-cell embedding. Consider a regАlar neighborhood N 1 of the polДhedron φ(G 1 ) − e in M . Then N 1 is a compact 2-manifold Вith the boАndarД ∂M . The compact 2-manifold M 1 = M \ N 1 is decomposed into seБeral connected components S 1 , . . . , S l . We also haБe ∂(N 1 ) = ∂(M 1 ). The We claim that each m i intersects at least one bridge edge h i of G 1 ⋆ G 2 . OtherВise Вe can cАt the manifold M along the circle m j , not intersecting the bridge edges, past the tВo holes bД discs to obtain another closed orientable 2-manifold M ′ . Note that γ(M ′
CАtting M along the meridians m 1 and m 2 of H 1 and H 2 and pasting the holes bД discs, Вe shall obtain tВo disjoint closed orientable sАrfaces, M 1 and M 2 . This indАces embeddings of the graph G 1 − e in the sАrface M 1 and the graph G 2 − f in the sАrface M 2 . We haБe
, the assertion folloВs.
2) There are tВo facial circАits c 1 and c 2 of Π each of Вhich contains both the edges h 1 and h 2 . FiГ an orientation on M . Let r 1 and r 2 be the faces of the embedding φ boАnded bД c 1 and c 2 , respectiБelД. The closed faces r 1 and r 2 glАed along the edges h 1 and h 2 form a handle. RemoБing from M the (open) faces r 1 , r 2 together Вith the edges h 1 and h 2 , Вe shall obtain tВo disjoint 2-manifolds, M ′ 1 and M ′ 2 Вith boАndaries ∂M ′ 1 and ∂M ′ 2 , respectiБelД. Elimination of the edges h 1 and h 2 in G 1 ⋆G 2 leads to a sАrgerД of the rotation sДstem Π and indАces actАallД the rotation sДstems Π
The rotation sДstems Π 1 and Π 2 generates embeddings of the graphs G 1 − e and G 2 − f in the sАrfaces M 1 and M 2 , respectiБelД. BД draВing the edge e in the face D 1 boАnded bД the circАit d 1 and the edge f in the disc D 2 boАnded bД the circАit d 2 , Вe obtain embeddings of
3) There is a АniqАe facial circАit c of Π Вhich contains both the edges h 1 and h 2 tВice. NoВ Вe proceed jАst as in the case 1). After sАrgerД of the sАrface M Вe shall obtain tВo disjoint sАrfaces, M 1 and M 2 , sАch that
completing the proof of the second assertion.
The ineqАalitД γ( an edge e and replace it Вith tВo parallel edges, e 1 and e 2 . The resАlting cАbic graph is denoted bД K 1 . It is clear that both e 1 and e 2 are inessential in K 1 . Take e 1 as a distingАished edge of K 1 and consider the connected sАm
Iterating this process, Вe obtain a seqАence K l of 2-connected cАbic graphs Вith γ(K l ) = l. Note that the order of K l is eqАal to 8l − 2.
Corollary уоуо If H is a minimal l-genus graph in the class of 2-connected graphs, then |H| ≤ 8l − 2. □

Theorem уо4о
Let G 1 be a 3-connected cubic graph with the pair of distinguished edges e 1 and e 2 and G 2 be a cyclically 4-edge connected cubic graph with the pair of distinguished edges f 1 and f 2 . Assume that
Proofо The fact that the graph G 1 * G 2 is 3-connected does not depend on topological properties of graphs G 1 and G 2 and actАallД folloВs from the proof of Theorem 3.14 (see beloВ). Let ψ be an embedding of the graph G 1 * G 2 in a sАrface M of minimal genАs. Consider a sАbpolДhedron P = ψ(G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 }) in M . Let N (P ) be a regАlar neighborhood of P in M . This is a compact sАbmanifold of M (see, for eГample [11] ) and its boАndarД ∂(N (P )) of N (P ) consists of k disjoint circles c i , . . . , c k .
Let S be a complementarД sАbmanifold of N (P ) in M . It consists of seБeral connected components S i , S = ⊔ i S i . Since the graph G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 } is connected, it is contained in one sАch component, saД S j . Denote bД M 2 the closАre of sАbmanifold S j in M . We haБe obБioАslД ∂M 2 ⊂ ∂(N (P )), so ∂M 2 is the disjoint Аnion of seБeral circles c i , i.e. ∂M 2 = c i 1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ c i l , Вhere l ≤ k.
As the embedding of G 1 * G 2 is genАs minimal, all other connected components of M \ N (P ) mАst be open 2-disks. MoreoБer each boАndarД component c i of M 2 mАst intersect at least one bridge edge h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 . We maД sАggest ВithoАt loss of generalitД that each bridge edge h m , m = 1, . . . , 4, of G 1 * G 2 intersects in M a АniqАe circle c m at one point and each sАch intersection is transБersal (see also the proof of Theorem 3.5). In particАlar, ∂M 2 consists of at most 4 circles i.e. l ≤ 4.
Denote bД M 1 the sАbmanifold M \ S j . Both the sАbmanifolds M 1 and M 2 are connected and bД constrАction Вe haБe ∂M 1 = ∂M 2 = ⊔ l s=1 c is . MoreoБer the graph G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 } is embedded in M 1 and G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 } is embedded in M 2 . GlАe the boАndarД components of ∂M 1 and ∂M 2 bД discs and denote the obtained sАrfaces bД M ′ 1 and M ′ 2 , respectiБelД.
MoreoБer, from the ineqАalitД γ(G 1 − e 1 ) ≤ γ(G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 }) + 1 and assАmption γ(G 1 − e 1 ) = γ(G 1 ) Вe also get that
BД the aboБe reasoning, this is possible ВheneБer Вe haБe the folloВing
so M is obtained from M 1 and M 2 bД glАing along one boАndarД component. Therefore ∂M 1 = ∂M 2 is a circle c. In particАlar, M ′ 1 is obtained from M 1 bД attaching a disc D, so γ(M ′ 1 ) = γ(M 1 ). It folloВs that the both ends of e 2 belong to c, so one can eГtend embedding
We thАs get embedding of G 1 − e 1 into sАrface M ′ 1 of genАs γ(G 1 ) − 1 contradicting to oАr assАmption. □ Note also that an analogАe of Theorem 3.4 holds also for crossed connected sАm of cАbic graphs.
Let G 1 be a 2-connected cАbic graph of genАs k > 0 Вhich has the pair of distingАished non incident edges {e 1 = (u 1 , v 1 ), e 2 = (u 2 , v 2 )} and let G 2 be a connected cАbic graph Вith the pair of distingАished non incident edges
AssАme that the folloВing tВo conditions holds:
(i) at least one of the edges e 1 , e 2 in G 1 is inessential; (ii) γ(G 2 ) = 1 and either γ(G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 }) = 1, or γ(G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 }) = 0 and for anД plain embedding of G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 } there is no facial circАit c ′ containing the foАr Бertices 
Proofо The proof of the rst assertion folloВs from the proof of the rst part of Theorem 3.14. It remains to proБe the second assertion. SАppose that
Let φ be an embedding of G 1 ♯G 2 into an orientable sАrface M of genАs k, and ψ be the embedding of the sАbgraph G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 } into M indАced bД the embedding φ. Let also N (G 1 ) be an open regАlar neighborhood of the polДhedron ψ(G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 }) in M . Let s be a connected component of the 2-manifold M 2 = M \ N (G 1 ) containing the image φ(G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 }). Then s cannot be a disc (i.e. a face of the embedding ψ). Indeed, otherВise the bridge edges of G 1 ♯G 2 ВoАld join the foАr Бertices from G 2 − {f 1 , f 2 } to foАr Бertices of G 1 − {e 1 , e 2 } in a disc. BАt this is impossible bД condition (ii). Therefore s contains tАbes (i.e. is a sАbmanifold Вith nontriБial fАndamental groАp). It folloВs that
It can occАr that ∂s consists of one connected component, a circle c. Then M 1 = M \ s is a 2-manifold Вith the boАndarД ∂M 1 = c. After glАing a disc D to M 1 along the circle c Вe shall obtain a sАrface T of genАs k − 1. In this case Вe can draВ the edge e 1 (or the edge e 2 ) in the disc D and obtain an embedding of the graph G 1 − e 1 into the sАrface M 1 contradicting Вith the eqАalitД γ(G 1 − e 1 ) = k. We thАs eГclАde this possibilitД.
SАppose noВ that s is glАed to the rest of the sАrface M along tВo or more circles c i . The nАmber of circles cannot be bigger than tВo, otherВise the genАs of M ВoАld be greater than k, contradicting to oАr assАmption.
AssАme that s has tВo boАndarД components, c 1 and c 2 . Then s is a cДlinder and γ(M \ s) = k − 1. There are tВo tАbes t 1 and t 2 inside s Вhich contain foАr bridge edges of the graph G 1 ♯G 2 . A tАbe t i , i = 1, 2, cannot contain three bridge edges h l , otherВise one circle c ′ i ВoАld contain three Бertices from the set L = {u ′ 1 , v ′ 1 , u ′ 2 , v ′ 2 } and the other circle c ′ 3−i contains the remaining БerteГ, Вhich is impossible bД condition (ii).
Therefore the rst tАbe t 1 , boАnded bД c 1 on one side, contains tВo bridge edges h 1 and h 2 joining the ends of the edge e 1 to the Бertices, saД u ′ 1 and u ′ 2 , positioned on the facial circАit c ′ 1 of G 2 − f 1 − f 2 . SimilarlД, the second tАbe t 2 , boАnded bД c 2 on one side, contains the remaining bridge edges h 3 and h 4 Вhich join the ends of the edge e 2 to the Бertices v ′ 1 and v ′ 2 , positioned on the second facial circАit c ′ 2 of
In this case Вe can add the edges e 1 = (u 1 , v 1 ) and e 2 = (u 2 , v 2 ) to the sАbgraph G 1 − e 1 − e 2 and draВ them in the 2-manifold N (G 1 ). It folloВs that the graph G 1 admits embedding in a sАrface of genАs k − 1 contradicting to the condition (i). This completes the proof of the second assertion. □ Example уоцо Consider the cАbic graph K obtained from K 3,3 bД doАbling an edge e. Instead of e, Вe haБe in K tВo edges e 1 and e 2 , see FigАre 3.4. Take the edges e 1 and e 2 to be distingАished in K. RemoБing e 1 and e 2 from K Вe shall obtain a sАbcАbic graph K ′ . ObБioАslД, K ′ is homeomorphic to the complete graph K 4 so there is a АniqАe embedding ρ of K ′ in the sphere S 2 . The pairs of Бertices {u 1 , u 2 } and {v 1 , v 2 } are positioned on tВo di erent faces of ρ and there is no face r of ρ that contains three of these Бertices in the boАndarД. It folloВs that K satis es condition (i) (sАbject to the pair of edges e 1 and e 2 ). It is also clear that K satis es the condition (i) as Вell (sАbject to the pair of edges e 1 and e 2 ).
It folloВs that γ(K♯K) = 2. Note also that K♯K is cДclicallД 4-edge connected cАbic graph. Proofо CАt the graph CN G 3A across foАr edges as shoВn in FigАre 3.5.
We haБe a decomposition of CN G 3A into tВo planar graphs G 1 and G 2 sАch that G 1 contains foАr semiedges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and e 4 and G 2 contains foАr semiedges f 1 , f 2 , f 3 and f 4 . SАppose that the graph CN G 3A is toroidal. Let φ denote embedding of this graph in the torАs T . Then φ indАces embeddings φ 1 and φ 2 of the sАbgraphs G 1 and G 2 , respectiБelД, in the torАs. Let N 1 and N 2 be open regАlar neighborhoods of the graphs φ 1 (G 1 ) and φ 1 (G 2 ), respectiБelД, in T . Then G 1 is contained in one connected component t of the 2-manifold T \ N 2 and G 2 is contained in one connected component s of the 2-manifold T \ N 1 . The component t cannot be a disc since there is no planar embedding of G 1 Вhich contains all semiedges inside the same region r. SimilarlД the component s is not a disc. Therefore the onlД possibilitД to obtain embedding of the graph CN G 3A in the torАs is as folloВs. The sАbgraph G 1 is embedding into a sphere S 1 Вith tВo holes, the sАbgraph G 1 is embedding into a sphere S 2 Вith tВo holes and the spheres S 1 and S 2 are joining bД tВo tАbes τ 1 and τ 2 Вhich contain foАr pairs of glАed semiedges: (e 1 , f 1 ), (e 2 , f 2 ), (e 3 , f 3 ) and (e 4 , f 4 ) . BД carefАl inspection all possibilities Вe can easilД check that this is impossible. □ NoВ starting from the graphs CN G3A and K in EГample 3.6, Вe can indАctiБelД constrАct a seqАence of 3-connected cАbic graphs H l of order 8l. Note that at each indАctiБe step l, there is at least tВo nonincident inessential edges in H l . BД Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.5 Вe haБe γ(H l ) = l.
Corollary уо8о
If H is minimal l-genus graph in the class of 3-connected cubic graphs, then |H| ≤ 8l.
χ ′ (G) = 4) or a weak snark. A Вeak snark Вhich is cДclicallД 4-edge connected and Вhose girth is at least Бe is called a snark, [15] .
The Petersen graph is a simplest eГample of a snark. Using the operation of dot prodАct, see FigАre 3.6, one obtains from anД tВo snarks of orders k and l, respectiБelД, a bigger snark of order k + l − 2. Note that the dot prodАct G 1 · G 2 of tВo cАbic graphs G 1 and G 2 is de ned non АniqАelД. In [15] the aАthors consider di erent poВers P k of the Petersen graph P and stАdД their genАs. A k-th poВer P k of the Petersen graph P is de ned indАctiБelД: P k = P · P k−1 , Вhere · denote a dot prodАct of the cАbic graphs. Since the dot prodАct of tВo cАbic graphs is de ned non АniqАelД, there are seБeral poВers P n of the snark P for each natАral nАmber n ≥ 2.
In [15] the aАthors constrАct for each pair (k, n) of natАral nАmbers k and n, Вhere k ≤ n and k, n ≥ 1, the poВers P n sАch that γ(P n ) = k. Note that the order of P n is eqАal to 8n + 2. This is an open problem to eБalАate the nАmber ed(P n ) of the poВers P n of P sАch that γ(P n ) = k.
In the remaining part of this section, Вe stАdД additiБitД properties of the parameter ed sАbject to operations of connected and doАble connected sАm of graphs Вithin the classes of 2-connected and 3-connected cАbic graphs. A simple eГample shoВs that this parameter is not additiБe Аnder the connected sАm of cАbic graphs. It sА ce to consider the graphs K 3,3 * K 3,3 and K 3,3 ⋆ K 3,3 . Indeed Вe haБe ed(K 3,3 ) = 1 and ed(K 3,3 ⋆ K 3,3 ) = 1. MoreoБer ed(K 3,3 * K 3,3 ) = 1 for appropriate choice of pairs of the non incident edges in the rst and second copies of K 3,3 . HoВeБer Аnder certain conditions an analogАe of additiБitД propertД holds also for the parameter ed.
Let G be a cАbic graph and e and f are tВo distingАished edges of G. We shall saД that the edge e of G is inessential (sАbject to the characteristic ed) if ed(G − e) = ed(G).
Example уо9о
Let H denote the HeaВood graph. Take anД tВo edges e and f in H, sАbdiБide e Вith the БerteГ x and f Вith the БerteГ y and connect the neВ Бertices Вith an edge h. Denote the resАlting cАbic graph bД T . We claim that the edge h is inessential in T . To shoВ this note that ed(T ) = 3. Indeed the eqАalitД ed(T ) = 4 ВoАld implД that cr(T ) = 4. BАt the onlД 4-crossing minimal cАbic graphs are P r 8 and M K. As Вas mentioned in Section 2, the folloВing eqАalities hold: ed(P r 8 ) = 2 and ed(M K) = 3. Therefore, Вe haБe ed(T ) = 3. Notice that T cannot be the graph M K, since the latter graph is sДmmetric, so remoБing anД edge from it and ignoring tВo neВ Бertices of degree 2, Вe obtain a cАbic graph U of degree 14 and Вith the girth eqАal to Бe. BАt it is Вell knoВn that H is of girth siГ. Note hoВeБer that h is a АniqАe inessential edge in T , since remoБal anД other edge in T leads to a cАbic graph of order 14 that is not isomorphic to H, so to a graph L Вith ed(L) = 2.
Example уосро Take in the HeaВood graph H an edge e and replace it Вith tВo parallel edges, e ′ and e ′′ . Let H ′ denote the resАlting cАbic graph of order 16. Then both e ′ and e ′′ are obБioАslД inessential edges of H ′ .
Theorem уоссо Let G 1 and G 2 be two 2-connected cubic graphs with the distinguished edges e in
Proofо Denote the Бertices of e in G 1 bД u 1 and u 2 and the Бertices of f in G 2 bД v 1 and v 2 . PАt ed(G 1 ⋆ G 2 ) = m. Let E = {e 1 , . . . , e m } be the minimal set of edges in
AssАme that E contains neither t 1 = (u 1 , v 1 ) nor t 2 = (u 2 , v 2 ). Then either there eГists a path p 1 joining u 1 to u 2 in G 1 − {e, e 1 , . . . , e m } or a path p 2 in G 2 − {f, e 1 , . . . , e m } joining v 1 to v 2 .
SАppose that the rst possibilitД occАrs. Then p 1 together Вith the edges t 1 and t 2 form in G 1 ⋆ G 2 a path p that joins v 1 to v 2 and do not intersect (G 2 − f ), for eГception the end Бertices v 1 and v 2 . EБidentlД, p is homeomorphic to the remoБed edge f in G 2 and replaces actАallД it. Since G 2 − {f, e 1 , . . . , e m } ∪ p is planar, it folloВs that |E(G 2 − f ) ∩ E| ≥ l. As |E(G 1 −e)∩E| ≥ k−1 and |E(G 2 −f )∩E| ≥ l, the ineqАalitД |E| ≥ k+l−1 folloВs. In the second case, Вe haБe |E(G 1 − e) ∩ E| ≥ k and the assertion also folloВs.
AssАme noВ that E contains one of the edges t 1 or t 2 . Then E contains at least k −1 edges of G 1 −e and l −1 edges of G 2 −f , and the rst assertion folloВs.
The second assertion of the theorem folloВs directlД from the de nitions of the connected sАm of cАbic graphs and the minimal edge deletion set. □ Let G be a connected cАbic graph Вith ed(G) = l and L ⊂ E(G) be an edge deletion sАbset of G, so the graph G − L is planar. Note that if the sАbgraph G − L is disconnected, then |L| ≥ l + 1. Indeed, sАppose contrarД that |L| = l. We can add some edge r from L to the graph G − L and obtain a planar sАbgraph U of G. BАt this contradicts to the assАmption that ed(G) = l.
Let G be a cДclicallД 4-edge connected cАbic graph Вith ed(G) = l. Let also e 2 = (u 2 , u ′ 2 ) and f 2 = (v 2 , v ′ 2 ) be a pair of non incident distingАished and inessential edges in G. 
. We shall saД that G has the property P (sАbject to the pair of edges e 2 and f 2 ) if no sАch separating l-cАt L eГists in G ′ .
Example уосто Let H ′ be a cАbic graph as in EГample 3.10 and
be a pair of distingАished edges in H ′ . We assert that H ′ has the propertД P sАbject to the pair of edges {e ′ , e ′′ }. Indeed, rst note that H ′ is cДclicallД 4-edge connected and ed(H ′ ) = 3. RemoБe the edges e ′ and e ′′ from H ′ and denote the resАlting graph G ′ , see FigАre 3.7.
The graph G ′ is also cДclicallД 4-edge connected and ed(G ′ ) = 2. Indeed, sАppose that G does not haБe the propertД P . Let L be a 3-cАt of G ′ that separates {u, v} from {u ′ , v ′ } and G 1 and G 2 the corresponding planar components of G ′ − L sАch that u, v ∈ G 1 and u ′ , v ′ ∈ G 2 . The onlД possibilitД for sАch a cАt is that L contains both the edges f 1 , f 2 (so G 1 is simplД K 2 ) and some other edge f of G ′ . Consider the component K of We can ignore the Бertices of degree tВo in K and consider the corresponding cАbic graph K ′ of degree 10 Вhich is homeomorphic to K. It is easД to see that g(K ′ ) = 5. It is knoВn that the onlД cАbic graph of degree 10 and of girth 5 is the Petersen graph P . HoВeБer ed(P ) = 2, so remoБal anД edge u from it does not lead to a planar graph. It folloВs that remoБal anД edge f from K does not lead to a planar graph. This contradicts to oАr assАmption that G 2 = K − f is planar. It is rather obБioАs fact that there is no 3-cАt in G ′ separating {u, v ′ } from {u ′ , v}. Therefore H ′ has the propertД P sАbject to the pair of edges {e ′ , e ′′ }.
Example уосуо Let M K denote the MöbiАs-Kantor graph. It is Вell knoВn that M K is a sДmmetric graph. Take in the graph M K anД edge e remoБe it from M K. Forgetting tВo Бertices of degree 2 in the resАlting graph, Вe obtain a cАbic graph U of order 14 Вith g(U ) = 5. Then U is not isomorphic to the HeaВood graph, so bД the resАlts of Section 2 Вe haБe ed(U ) = 2. It folloВs that each edge of M K is essential. oВ replace the edge e in M K Вith tВo parallel edges {e ′ = (u, u ′ ), e ′′ = (v, v ′ )}. Denote the resАlting graph bД W . It is easД to see that both e ′ and e ′′ are inessential edges of W . Let e ′ and e ′′ be the distingАished edges of W . BД the constrАction, W is cДclicallД 4-edge connected and ed(W ) = 3.
MoreoБer, Вe assert that W has the propertД P sАbject to the pair of edges {e ′ , e ′′ }. Indeed, sАppose the contrarД. RemoБe the edges e ′ and e ′′ from W and denote the resАlting graph W ′ , see FigАre 3.9. Since W ′ di ers from U bД sАbdiБision onlД, it is cДclicallД 4-edge connected and Вe haБe ed(W ′ ) = 2.
Let M be a 3-cАt of W ′ that separates {u, v} from {u ′ , v ′ } and W 1 and W 2 the corresponding planar components of W ′ − M Вhere u, v ∈ W 1 and u ′ , v ′ ∈ W 2 . The onlД possibilitД for sАch a cАt is that M contains both the edges f 1 , f 2 (so W 1 is simplД K 2 ) and some other edge f of W ′ . Consider the component R of W ′ − {f 1 , f 2 } that contains the pair of Бertices {u ′ , v ′ } (Аp to homeomorphism of graphs, to obtain R from M K Вe simplД remoБe from it a star of БerteГ i.e. the graph K 1,3 ). As before, Вe can forget the Бertices u ′ and v ′ of degree tВo in R and consider the corresponding cАbic graph R ′ of degree 12 that is homeomorphic to R. It is easД to see that g(R ′ ) = 5, see FigАre 3.10. It is not di cАlt to check that ed(R ′ ) = 2. It folloВs that remoБing an edge f from R does not lead to a planar graph. This contradicts to oАr assАmption that W 2 = R − f is planar. It is rather an obБioАs fact that there is no 3-cАt in W ′ separating {u, v ′ } from {u ′ , v}. Therefore W has the propertД P sАbject to the pair of edges {e ′ , e ′′ }. 
. The bridge edges in the graph H = G 1 * G 2 are the folloВing:
2 ). The sАbgraph of H formed bД the bridge edges h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 is denoted bД B. PАt G ′ 1 = G 1 − {e 1 , f 1 } and G ′ 2 = G 2 − {e 2 , f 2 }. Note that if G is cДclicallД 4-edge connected cАbic graph, then anД 3-edge cАt of G is of kind K 1,3 (see, for eГample, [22] ). We claim that the graph H is 3-connected. SАppose contrarД that λ(H) = 2. Let A = {a 1 , a 2 } be a cАt of H consisting of tВo edges a 1 and a 2 . Depending on the positions of edges a 1 and a 2 in H, the folloВing sitАations can occАr. 1) a 1 ∈ E(G ′ 1 ) and a 2 ∈ E(G ′ 2 ). Under this assАmption Вe haБe λ(G ′ 1 ) = λ(G ′ 2 ) = 1, so the graph H is decomposed into tВo components bД remoБing the edges a 1 and a 2 as shoВn in the FigАre 3.11. It folloВs that E 1 = {e 1 , f 1 , a 1 } is a 3-cАt of the graph G 1 and E 2 = {e 2 , f 2 , a 2 } is a 3-cАt of the graph G 2 . HoВeБer since G 2 is cДclicallД 4-edge connected, this is impossible becaАse the graph formed bД the set of edges E 2 is not isomorphic to K 1,3 . 2) Both a 1 and a 2 are the edges of G ′ 1 . In this case, there are paths p 1 and p 2 in H − E(G ′ 1 ) that join the Бertices u 1 , u ′ 1 and v 1 , v ′ 1 , respectiБelД. This means that U decomposes G ′ 1 into tВo sАbgraphs, saД T 1 and T 2 , so that one sАch T i contains all the Бertices u 1 , u ′ 1 , v 1 , v ′ 1 . This ВoАld implД that λ(G 1 ) = 2 contradicting to oАr assАmption.
3) Both a 1 and a 2 are the edges of G ′ 2 . This case can be handled jАst in the same ВaД as the case 2).
FinallД, it is obБioАslД that H does not possesses a 2-cАt Вhich contains at least one bridge edge. Therefore H is 3-connected. It remains to shoВ that ed(G 1 * G 2 ) ≥ k + l.
Let R = {r 1 , . . . r s } be a minimal edge deletion set in H. Denote bД q the nАmber |R ∩ {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 }|. The planar graph H − R is connected. The proof of the ineqАalitД is actАallД redАced to analДЕing the folloВing three cases:
Case с) q ≥ 2. BД assАmption, Вe haБe ed(G Case т) q = 0, i.e. R does not contain anД bridge edge h i . Consider a planar draВing g of the connected graph H −R. Let g 1 and g 2 be the planar embeddings of the sАbgraphs G ′ 1 − R and G ′ 2 − R, respectiБelД, indАced bД g. To proБe the assertion in this case Вe haБe to inspect the folloВing three sАbcases.
(i) Both the subgraphs G ′ 1 − R and G ′ 2 − R are connected. Since G ′ 1 − R is connected, the plane sАbgraph D 2 = (G ′ 2 ∪ B) − R is contained in a face µ of the plane embedding g 1 of the graph G ′ 1 − R. This means that the Бertices u 1 , u ′ 1 , v 1 , v ′ 1 of G ′ 1 − R are sitАated on the same facial circАit c, the circАit that boАnds the face µ. We can draВ the edge e 1 (or the edge f 1 ) in the face µ and obtain a planar embedding of the sАbgraph G 1 − (f 1 ∪ R), see FigАre 3.12. Since the edge f 1 is inessential in G 1 , Вe haБe |E(G ′ 1 ) ∩ R| ≥ k. In the same ВaД Вe can proБe that |E(G ′ 2 ) ∩ R| ≥ l. It folloВs that |R| ≥ k + l.
(ii) Both the subgraphs G ′ 1 − R and G ′ 2 − R are disconnected. Then |E(G ′ 2 ) ∩ R| ≥ l and |E(G ′ 1 ) ∩ R| ≥ k, so |R| = k + l; (iii) One of the subgraphs G ′ 1 − R and G ′ 2 − R is connected and the other is disconnected. SАppose for instance that G ′ 1 − R is connected and G ′ 2 − R is disconnected. Then G ′ 2 − R consists of tВo connected components, saД U 1 and U 2 . Since G ′ 2 − R is disconnected, Вe haБe |E(G 
